WELCOME TO STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY!
TIME: 12.00-12.10
The Deputy Vice-Chancellor of Stockholm University, Professor Karin Bergmark, welcomes you to the university.

PRESENTATION OF STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY
TIME: 12.10-12.20
Ronald Nordqvist, International Office.

COMMUNICATION ACROSS CULTURES
TIME: 12.20-13:40
John Alexander gives a presentation about what skills do we need to ensure our intercultural projects succeed? How aware are we of our own cultural background and how it is perceived outside our own borders? And what learning points can we take with us when we encounter new cultures? These and other questions are the subject of John Alexander’s presentation, with particular emphasis on Swedish culture and values, introducing Sweden to new visitors, and providing insights for Swedes and non-Swedes alike.

SWEDISH LANGUAGE COURSES
TIME: 13.40-13.55
Introduction to the Swedish language courses at Stockholm University. Eva Bogren and Peter Lundkvist from the Department of Scandinavian Languages presents the Swedish courses offered to international students.

SCANBALT EXPERIENCE & MULTIMIND
TIME: 13.55-14.00
Kristofer Andersson from Scanbalt Experience will give information about student travel and Sebastian Vesterlund from Multimind will give information about job opportunities.
P- AND T-NUMBER, BANKING, INSURANCE AND MORE
TIME: 15.00-15.15
Ronald Nordqvist from International Office will inform you about the P- and T- numbers, Swedish identity number and the population registration (folkbokföring), banking, insurance and more.

IT SERVICES
TIME: 15.15-15.30
Information about your university account for access to network and computers.

STUDENT HEALTH CARE
TIME: 15.30-15.45
Eliza Cedervall from the Stockholm Student Health Unit will give information about health care services provided by Stockholm University.

STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
TIME: 15.45-16.00
Andreas Hedström Mace from the Stockholm University Library.

SECURITY AT STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY
TIME: 16.00-16.15
Mattias Wadsten from the Section for security at Stockholm University talks about security issues, such as where to make a report to the police in case of offence of some sort and what the Section of security works with at the university.

THE SWEDISH ACADEMIC SYSTEM
TIME: 16.15-16.30
Tina Larsson from Student Services will give you an introduction to the Swedish academic system. They will talk about credits and grades, methods of instruction, examinations, rules, regulations and things you must consider when you are a student at Stockholm University.

INFORMATION ABOUT/FROM THE STUDENT UNION
TIME: 16.30-17.00
Information from the Student Union about the International Committee. There will also be information about the Student Union membership, the Studentcard and travelling by train/local transport in Stockholm.
EXHIBITORS DURING THE OPEN FAIR
FROM STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY

ACADEMIC WRITING SERVICE
The Academic Writing Service provides language support to students who write their course work, e.g. essays, reports, research papers, theses etc. in English.

CROSSTALKS
Crosstalks is an international academic talkshow, broadcast on the web. On the show, the brightest minds meet to discuss and debate around important events, exciting phenomena and world-leading research. If you are a student, PhD student or a member of staff at Stockholm University you are welcome to be in the audience.

DEPARTMENT OF SWEDISH LANGUAGE AND MULTILINGUALISM
Stockholm University offers a range of courses and programmes in the Swedish language, designed especially for international students and visitors and run by the Department of Swedish Language and Multilingualism.

HOUSING OFFICE
The Housing Office manages a limited number of corridor rooms and studio apartments in Stockholm.

INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
The International Office administers international student and teacher exchange agreements, and provides services to exchange students who are applying to Stockholm University and those already studying at the University.

IT HELPDESK
Helpdesk can assist you with questions about your university account, university card, and other computer related questions.

SPRÅKSTUDION
Språkstudion is a language centre for students and staff of Stockholm University. We offer many activities and opportunities for international students who want to learn Swedish or other languages, such as media tools, language cafes, language choirs and a language exchange program (tandem).

STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
The Stockholm University Library is one of Sweden’s leading scientific libraries and one of Stockholm’s most visited cultural institutions. The library is the natural meeting point on campus and serves as an information service hub.

STUDY AND CAREER COUNSELLORS
Besides the departmental counsellors, who are responsible on a specific field of study, the study and career counsellors at Student Services can help you with information about studying and working in Sweden, academic equivalencies and other comparisons, advisory services about eligibility, planning your studies, programmes and courses available at Stockholm University and career opportunities.
STUDENT CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

AIESEC
AIESEC is a student organization present in 124 countries and provides students with the possibility of going abroad on either paid or unpaid internships.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
We are an activist group of Amnesty International who is acting against human right violations all around the world. As a group we try to arouse awareness and act through campaigns at the university campus. Welcome in our English-speaking group!

DAMLAGET
Damlaget is the only sorority at Stockholm University and our focus is on career development. We organize workshops, lectures, study visits and other social activities.

DISK
DISK is one of three Student Associations on Stockholm university (SU) and we represent all students on the Department of Computer and System Sciences in Kista. We run all of the study social activities such as the student pub FooBar and our café, but we also conduct study governance to ensure the quality of the courses given by the department.

ENGLISH IMPROVISATIONAL THEATRE GROUP
Come have fun with us, playing theatre and doing games! No experience needed, everyone is welcome!

ESN SU
The Erasmus Student Network of Stockholm University (ESN SU) stands for internationality, openness, fun, and friendship. We engage in social activities for students, support incoming and outgoing students and encourage cultural exchange.

HUMANISTISKA FÖRENINGEN
Humanistiska föreningen is the Student association under the Faculty of Humanities at Stockholm University and we are located at Gula villan, just behind the University library at campus Frescati. We hold weekly wednesday pubs at Gula villan and Gula villan is open during the weekdays 10-16 to students who need a quite, relaxing place to study, eat lunch or just want to sit in a sofa in a nice environment for a bit! Facebook page www.facebook.com/HumanistiskaForeningen for more info about upcoming events!

KÅRSDRAGET AND KÅRSETTEN
Kårsdraget and Kårsetten is a show orchestra and a dance group that performs a mixture of old jazz and modern tunes where the most important ingredient is musical humour. This is your opportunity to join this student society and have great time while entertaining the audience either as a musician or a dancer.

NATURVETENSKAPLIGA FÖRENINGEN
Regular activities at NF include pubs, dinner parties, DJ sessions, board game evenings, brewing sessions, beer tasting, amateur theatre, choir singing, movie nights, night clubs and just hanging out with friends at our fantastic club house, the old beautiful Gréens Villa located at the heart of the science part of the Frescati campus, between the Geo house and the Arrhenius laboratories!
SAMHÄLSVETENSKAPLIGA FÖRENINGEN
SF is the biggest student association on Stockholm University and we are most famous for our pubs “Bojan on thursdays”, which is a great way to find new friends from all over the World. Visit “Bojan on Thursdays” or “Samhällsvetenskapliga föreningen” on Facebook for more info.

SSIF
SSIF organizes sport activities at different locations around Stockholm, for example: acrobatics, badminton, floorball, karate, tennis, volleyball and swimming. We have courses on all levels and as a student at Stockholm University will you always get the lowest price!

STOCKHOLMS FINSKA STUDENTER
Are you or someone in your family from Finland? Welcome to our team! We are Stockholms Finnish Students and our goal is to keep Finnish culture alive here in Sweden with different kind of events!

STOCKHOLM STUDENT UNION
Stockholm University Student Union is one of Sweden’s largest student organizations with almost 20,000 members. Our vision is that you, as a student at Stockholm University, will receive a world class education. Our goal is that your time at Stockholm University will prepare you for the future and to help you have the best time of your life. We provide support, community and benefits!

STUK
We are the International Student Fellowship in Stockholm, put together from all over the world. Our activities consist of weekly meetings and trips with students from the city's universities/institutions. We enjoy fellowship and discuss issues about all aspects of life from a Biblical/Christian perspective. Naturally, all are welcome - believing, unbelieving, questioning, seeking, doubting

SYMBIOS
Symbios is addressed primarily to all students at Stockholm University who have an interest in environmental and sustainability issues. Meet other environmentally interested students and exchange ideas, participate in our activities or get involved to improve environmental thinking at your university.

THE MARKETING ACADEMY STUDENT ASSOCIATION
The Marketing Academy is a student association for highly ambitious advanced level marketing students. Our aim is to provide a better connection to the corporate world by exposing members to seminars, company visits, networking opportunities, and experience solving real-world marketing problems facing businesses today.

UTRIKESPOLITISKA FÖRENINGEN
The Stockholm Association of International Affairs (UF) is a politically and religiously independent association that aims to broaden the interest and understanding of international issues. We offer a variety of activities, from seminars and study visits to trips abroad and parties. We also publish The Stockholm Journal of International Affairs and organizes a mentorship program.
COMMIIQ
Swedish prepaid mobile phone brand.

IHAVELANDED AB/TELIA
Swedish prepaid mobile phone brand.

MULTIMIND
Multimind is working with recruitment and temporary employment. Our core asset is a pool of candidates with academic background and proven skills in foreign languages and international experience.

SCANBALT EXPERIENCE
Scanbalt Experience is a tour operator focusing on Scandinavia and the Baltic Region. We were the first Northern European tour operator to offer winter and summer trips designed for adventurous people with a limited travel budget.